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For the last several years, Wichita State has been a Quality Matters school. Instructional Design and 
Access, now Office of Instructional Resources (OIR) has attempted to support the development of our 
faculty and other instructors using this model by: 

 Ensuring all instructional designers and educational technologists were QM Peer or Master
Reviewers

 Overseeing an internal quality program that was derivative of QM to help instructors move
toward QM course certifications

 Providing on-campus QM training for instructors and interested others

After several years of this program, OIR would like to move toward a different course quality model. We 
are moved to make this recommendation based on the following: 

 QM is very expensive. It is expensive to get and maintain training for our staff and it is expensive
to put courses through the QM process, even when it is administered fully on our campus. In
fact, it is so expensive that the expense alone has been a disincentive to professors and
departments and to the Office of Online Learning.

 QM’s rigid control over training on their rubric does not fit with the fluid, just-in-time delivery
training model that OIR employs, nor does it fit with the more fixed training events like the
Academic Resources Conference(s).

 QM’s rubric is limited only to design elements of the class and does not provide support or
measurement for delivery.

 QM training is extremely unpopular with WSU instructors who see it as overly rigid, somewhat
confusing in its design, and boring. On our post-training reviews, the negative comments center
around training elements that are fixed in stone by the QM corporation.

OIR’s recommendation is to move to a campus-based quality model based on achievement tiers and 
customized by content as necessary. We would like to leverage existing technology such as the Scaffold 
software to marry automated course design support with course templates designed by OIR’s 
instructional design team while offering supportive training both through the Academic Resources 
Conference(s) and through just-in-time, on-demand training. Details of this quality program are still in 
development, but would likely include: 

 Programs targeted at in-person, hybrid, and online courses

 Tiered achievements ranging from an initial quality designation through to a designation of
outstanding quality, with an outstanding quality designation having a mentorship component,
both to achieve the ranking and as a consequence of the ranking. (eg: instructors would have a
mentor and then become a mentor.)

 Possible customization by content and/or college

 Quality “seals” which could be affixed to the course’s Ultra course image in the “my courses”
interface in Ultra.

OIR is currently in the planning stages for this program. If it meets with your approval and the approval 
of those you identify, we will create a timeline for development and roll-out. 
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